IDENTIC CODE DATA OWNERSHIP  
F.D.S. UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND  
DEPOSIT CONTROL STATEMENT INVEST DEPOSIT

BY 
UN-SWISSINDO-OPPT 
IN TO 
NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH 
BULLION BIG BANK RATU MAS KENCANA ROOM A1-1A 
AM-FM

SIGNATORY GUARANTEE MEDALLION 
1 OF 1 IN ALL LOCATIONS

KHUSUMMO 
I.H.O-INTERNATIONAL HANDLE ORGANIZATION 459 
RELEASE UNLIMITED 
/S/AD452106/66/5525525542AM/2013

This is Certification Treaties International Agreement and Treaties 
International Transaction OVERTAKE ORDER as official one paper is blank, with 
this content Authority Mandate that Treaty We made and signed as Master Key 
Agreement using POWER ATTORNEY OF ATTORNEY-SIGNATORY GUARANTEE MEDALLION to 
Substitution has been agreed made if the whole ownership Receipt, which was 
issued by UBS is lost since November 14 th. 1963.

ABSOLUTE TITLE 
SINO. AS 
ONE PERSONAL ONLY, NO COMMERCIAL 
CODE 
WHITE SPIRITUAL WONDER BOY 
P1.PKC-NKRI-17-8-1945 CODE KAA-1955 
NEO IMMAM MAHDI ARMY, ARMADA 7.8.9 
INTEGRATED NATO-SEATO-NON BLOCK (T.N.I) 
RI.1/001/17/5987/969:333/999:333 
(36.2) 
AM-FM
AUTHORITY MANDATE
AND
GENERAL POWER ATTORNEY OF ATTORNEY
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND
RS. 27486098 .A. 48 (P. 1–6) by Micro Film 99.98

2013
UN-RESOLUTION MISA 81704 IN TO NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH
FREEDOM FOREVER 111

I, MR. A1.SINO.AS.S” 2” . IR.SOEGIHARTONOTONEGORO, ST. AS SINGLE OWNER IDENTIC CODE DATA OWNERSHIP F.D.S. UNION BANK OF SWITZERLAND, ID–UBS HISTORY OF THE MICRO FILM, CERTIFICATE CODE 99.98 1 OF 1 IN ALL LOCATIONS AS GRANTOR, TOGETHER MY DELEGATION “GLOBAL ASSISTANCE” THE FOLLOWING:

GRANTEE
OPPT–ONE PEOPLE PUBLIC TRUST
HEATER–TUCCI–JARAF
PAULA HUMFREY
REC. NO. 2013032035

THEY ARE FULL EXTENT OF LAW TO INTRUCTION, SIGN, CHANGE–NAME, CHANGE LOGO, AND ON BEHALF MY NAME CODE WITH GLOBAL CHANGE TO THE NEW WORLD ORDER, THE CONTRACT WILL “BE” CLOSED AND EFFECTIVE WITH THIS SIGNED WITH SINGLETON CODE /S/99.98/09/04/2013 SIGNATORY GUARANTEE MEDALLION AND THE CONTRACT WILL “BE” OPENED AGAIN IN TO NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH (AAE.A2–ASIA. AFRICA. EUROPE. AMERICA. AUSTRALIA). WITH LOVE AND PEACE TO OMNY POTENT I WITH DO AND BE THE LAST TIME WE DO THE LAST TIME BECAUSE INVENTMENT REALITY DEPOSIT WE ACT. NOW! WE WELCOME TO YOU WITH NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH AND THE BIG FIVE CONTINENT, ON BEHALF NEW GENERATING GOOD CONTENT THE ROYAL BLOOD LINE FROM YOUR GOD AND WE GOD OF TRUST TO THE NEW WORLD ORDER AND PEOPLES IN ALL LOCATIONS.

MISSION
OPERATION ALFA OMEGA A.A.A–FM–001–777
NEO IMMAM MAHDI ARMY CODE WHITE SPIRITUAL WONDER BOY
PENTAGON
552552542AM

MILLITARY ORDER–20120960
EXECUTIVE ORDER UN–104222 SWISSINDO WORLD TRUST INTERNATIONAL ORBIT NEO IMMAM MAHDI ARMY, ARMADA 7.8.9 INTEGRATED NATO–SEATO–NON BLOCK 2013 IN AREA INDONESIA PRINCIPLE TO TAKE ATTACH CUSTODIAL AND GOVERNMENT THROUGH BULLION BIG BANK RATU MAS KENCANA ROOM A1–1A.

MAIN DOMICILIE AND OFFICE
BA1 (OFFICIAL 1, EXHIBIT A) (9/97) Capitalized Term are used in this Notes shall have the meaning specified in Operation ALFA OMEGA A.A.A–FM.001–777, Authorized Clearance Program UBS, WORLD BANK, BANK OF INDONESIA in to OWNER CENTRAL BANKS BY BULLION BIG BANK RATU MAS KENCANA ROOM A1–1A below or in order provision of this Notes.

I or We, have agreed to Pay, FOR VALUE RECEIVED, UBS (the’ Maker” ) company validly existing the laws of the SWITZERLAND, with its main domicilie and offices at..................

G L O B A L
A. Address–1 Ownership :
Consortium Internationality
SWISSINDO WORLD TRUST INTERNATIONAL ORBIT
JL. Sultan Agung Tirtayasa, Griya Caraka K1–4 No. 24 Cirebon–Indonesia 45153
Telp. (0231) 8493503

Creator:
Owner, User, Funder Lender Handling Banks Have To Provide Micro Film Medallion Helping One Hundred Years to Create the Future
ACCOUNT MASTER AGREEMENT
Commerzbank (Germany) Account No. 7772938241
Standing Balance Account no. 77762534AM – 605

B. Address–2 Office:
Head Master Office
INDONESIA
OWNER CENTRAL BANKS
BULLION BIG BANK RATU MAS KENCANA ROOM A1–1A
Commerzbank AG
Summitmas Building Tower II, 6th Floor, JL. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 61–62, Jakarta Selatan
12190, Indonesia, DKI Jakarta
Fax. (021) 2526514
Telp. (021) 2526510
Foreign Bank
GERMANY
C. For Immediate Release

NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH
GLOBAL ASSISTANCE:
UNITED NATIONS
SWISSINDO –ONE PERSONAL ONLY NO COMMERCIAL
O P P T –ONE PERSON PUBLIC TRUST
Brian Kelly
bkelly5142@gmail.com
www.peopletrust1776.org
(619) 709-2083

Alert: The Public Trust Forecloses on Major
Corporations, Including Banks
duly Represented by 457785677/BG

PROGRAM DOCUMENTARY

UBS A.G “IN TO” BULLION BIG BANK BANK RATU MAS KENCANA ROOM A1-1A
Bank Report: UBS A.G
D.P.T: D-80219884/BG-80403
Subject: PAYMENT GUARANTEE
Bank: Parade Platz 6, Zurich - Switzerland
Parade Platz 4, Zurich - Switzerland

Date: The Committee of 300-The World Bank Group, Audited March 30, 2012
INFINITE BANK STATEMENTS
Reference: ASBLP-0330-2012
CD-Bank Statement No. 79003872

THE WORLD OF RESOLUTION WITH PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE FINDS AND APPLY
PRESENTATION-SUCCEEDED, IMPLEMENTING HISTORY REGISTERED WORLD PROGRAM PAYMENT
1-11 (GLOBAL HUMAN OBLIGATIONS-GLOBAL MASTER KEY PLAN-INDONESIA MASTER PLAN)
AS THE WORLD OF CONSTITUTION BY K.H.K GROUP-NEO RATU ADIL IMMAM MAHDI.
PLEASE YOU ACT, WITH TASK FORCE FULL POWER EXPEDITION R.I. TOGETHER 1,200,000 PERSONIL INTEGRATED ARMADA 7.8.9, UNDER THIS INSTRUCTION MILITARY ORDER NO. 20120960 AND EXECUTIVE ORDER UN-104222 SWISSINDO FOR KEEPS INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTION AND TREATIES INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT, AUTHORITY TO ACT. UBS A.G AND IRS REF. AL-BISRAIDER AC.USD.P.1568-1120 BANK OFFICER, SWITZERLAND AND S.B.C. SWIFT INTEGRATION PROJECTS-SWIFT 80A OCHZZ COORDINATES BANKS, ZURICH.

Together this instruction Absolute Title, the founding father's regional international institution by SWISSINDO-OPPT, the Bank of Indonesia will Be Closed.

Thanks to all your attentions, I want to talk you in the name of God and on behalf The Peoples Republic of Indonesia and the big five continent and or 253 Nations.

(Signature of Certifying Official*)

AUTHORITY VETO
DEWAN IKATAN DOCUMENT OF INTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATE CODE 99.98
Big Top Royal, K.681 King Of King's AM-1/M-1
The Greatest President of the United Nation Organization
President Commissaries Banks C.L.M 7650089799 F.C 56453
Special Federal Reserve Board 552552542AM
Consortium International Trust Officer

MR. AI. Sino. AS. S”2” IR. Soegihartonotonegoro, ST
(Name and Title)
January 07, 2013
(Date)

FULL EXTENT INTERNATIONAL OF LAW
This is covering by original with official Stamp, Seal or Medallion®
Individual Interpreted is Absolute Title.
The Staff is NOT Interpreted.
Notary is NOT Acceptable.